Syracuse DSA
WE ARE THE MIGHTY SALT CITY

Annual Report, 2021
Chapter members Brian Escobar &
Keller Shelton speaking at a rally for
county workers organized by Tammy
Honeywell (March 2, 2021).

Tax the Rich! rally at the State Building leading to a partial victory with
New York State adopting several campaign demands (March 20, 2021).

Co-Chairs Report
2021, the second year of the COVID-19
pandemic, has seen successes and some
disappointments for the Syracuse chapter.

Exciting successes
•

•

Co-founding the Syracuse Tenants Organizing for Power (STOP) coalition,
which has brought press and city government attention to the horrendous living conditions local slumlords have created for many tenants.
Campaigning as part of the coalition
that elected Twiggy Billue to the Syracuse City School Board and moreover
saw her receive the most votes of any
candidate in the multi-seat race, thereby making her the next Commissioner
of Education.

through projects like distributing COVID
Safety kits, Public Power NY, a joint
fundraiser for abortions, and other projects.
•

This year saw many members develop
as leaders of our chapter, learning organizing best practices, developing
practical knowledge of local and state
politics, and building relationships. This
may be the most long-lived impact of
our work this year.

Joined with DSA chapters and other or- Campaigns with uncertain results
ganizations around New York State in
• We joined with unions, DSA chapters
the fight to Tax the Rich, winning the
and orgs around the country to organize
largest tax increase the capitalist class
to pass the PRO Act (Protect the Right
has seen in decades. NYS cannot argue
to Organize) which would reverse decthat there isn’t enough money for
ades of anti-union laws in the US, one of
schools and healthcare if they refuse to
the countries with the most anti-union,
go after the riches taken from workers
pro-boss laws in the world. The PRO Act
and communities across the state!
passed the House of Representatives
but isn’t expected to pass as separate
• Built relationships throughout CNY
legislation in the US Senate. But key
provisions of the PRO Act are in the
Build Back Better bill that must overcome a Republican filibuster in the Senate and reconciliation between the
House and Senate. Whatever the results, we must continue to work with un•
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ions to pass more pro-union laws in this • This fall, we assisted the formation of
country and change the hostile legal enSyracuse University/SUNY ESF YDSA
vironment that workers face when try(Young Democratic Socialists of Ameriing to form a union. We cannot have a
ca), a new chapter for students, staff,
strong socialist movement without
and others on campus!
many more workers being organized on
the basis of their workplace.

Other changes for the chapter
•

We were admitted to SPAARC, a coalition of about 15 organizations working
on reducing the scope of policing and
incarceration in Syracuse and building
community-based alternatives. While
we had collaborated with SPAARC in

•

In early 2021, we started the website
syracusedsa.org which makes our calendar, committee contact info, harassment grievance policy and contacts,
and the 2022 chapter convention more
accessible to members.

2020, we became a member org during
Room for growth:
fall 2021.
•

The Labor Committee formed and has • We can do more to integrate our efforts
held events bringing union and nonand amass our numbers at key mounion workers together, raising conments.
sciousness about conditions they face
in their workplaces, and swapping sto- • DSA-endorsed Onondaga County legislaries and feedback for standing up to the
ture candidate and teacher Joe Bennett
boss!
won over 43% of the vote in the Democratic primary against one of the most
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established incumbents in the county.
We will continue to work to elect social- A few other facts
ists locally.
• As of December, we have 239 members
• We likely need more General Meetings
in the chapter.
than we had this year in order to do all
the things we are already doing and
• We have 14 elected officers between
make more time for discussion, somechapter-wide and committee roles. We
thing that’s been frequently requested
also have 5 others serving in appointed
by members.
positions, who were confirmed by member votes.
• Members who aren’t officers could do
more to utilize democratic processes in • We held 7 General Meetings this year
the chapter, especially in General Meet(only required to hold 4 in current byings.
laws).
•

We had some really nice picnics, hikes,
trips, and other socials this year. Members keep asking for more!

In solidarity,
Brian Escobar
Callie Campbell

Syracuse DSA team goes door-to-door for India Walton in Buffalo, October 2021
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Treasurer’s Report
2021 was a robust year for our finances. The mutual aid committee raised over $4,000
for its COVID kits and hurricane relief projects. We invested in print materials for flyering.
Other notable expenses include support for the Worker’s Center and developing our new
website. — Keller Shelton, Treasurer

Income
COVID Kits
Hurricane Solidarity Fundraiser

Expenses
3,192.51
974.06

COVID Kits Supplies
Hurricane Fund Transfer

3,812.96
974.06

T-Shirts

1,280.57

T-Shirts Cost

Membership Dues Share

2,077.03

Website

324.00

50.00

OpaVote

20.00

National Convention Reimbursements

25.00

IONY Fundraising

Member Donations
Cash Donations
New Mutual Aid Fundraising

585.20
59.12
227.38

Tabling (Westcott Festival, Pride)

100.00

Workers Center Soccer Tournament

400.00

Facility Rental Fees, Service Fees

370.25

Buffalo Canvassing (Accommodations)

198.56

Hybrid Meetings’ Microphone purchase
Flyers (printing)

Total Income

$6,914.76

Total Expenses

Starting Balance

$1,039.92

Ending Balance

(Carried over from 2020)

1,000.00

76.31
1.296.76

$7,289.88
$664.80

(12/28/2021)
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Labor Committee
Syracuse DSA founded its labor committee in
MISSION STATEMENT
2021. Our earliest actions were supporting
The Syracuse DSA Labor Committee’s mission is to
CSEA Local 834 members, who are employed
empower workers to connect with other individuals,
working or unemployed, to make our workplaces
by Onondaga County Department of Children
and government more democratic. Where people
and Family Services, who were rallying against feel a sense of shared community, are comfortable
the unpaid overtime the County refused to pay voicing their opinions, and leaders address concerns properly. We strive to empower workers to
and that they worked for during the COVID-19
build collective power through solidarity to guaranpandemic. After that, we hosted an event to
tee everyone is respected and treated with dignity.
educate our membership about the PRO Act,
OBJECTIVES
and encouraged them to participate in Nation- • To help support rank and file members organal DSA's campaign for it. In addition, we've
ize their workplace, and direct them to the
proper resources.
opened spaces up for people to talk about
their workplaces and possible organizing solu- • To help unite unemployed, underemployed,
and employed people in Onondaga County
tions to their problems. These have been in the
through labor solidarity.
form of Community Union Organizing events,
• To increase active involvement in committee
where we have had people outside DSA attend
by 10-20 members within the next year
and express interest. In the 2022 we hope to
collaborate with the Workers' Center on a direct action-focused project, as well as with
the Greater Syracuse Labor Council to see what we can contribute to the current active
Labor Movement here in Central New York.

“Listen to County Workers!” action on a frigid morning as Onondaga County’s Executive failed to prioritize workers providing critical services
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Socialist Feminist Committee
The Socialist Feminist Committee
(SocFem) was formed in November 2020.
This past year, the committee has focused
many meetings on political education to
encourage awareness and dialogue surrounding
socialist
feminist
issues. The
group has
discussed
socialist
feminist
readings
from the
Combahee River Collective, Angela Davis,
Silvia Federici and others.

cess. As part of a national effort with the
National DSA Socialist Feminist Working
Group and SocFem groups from other
chapters, Syracuse’s SocFem committee
took part in the 2021 Fund-A-Thon. The
Fund-A-Thon is an annual event which raises money for local, independent abortion
funds that provide direct support to people
who are facing financial or practical barriers to accessing an abortion. The Syracuse
SocFem committee partnered with comrades from the Rochester DSA Socialist
Feminist Collective to organize a virtual
trivia night to benefit the New York Abortion Access Fund (NYAAF). The event raised
more than $2,300 to directly support people living in New
York seeking an
The SocFem committee has tabled in
support of the NY Health Act and Medicare abortion. More
for All to educate the community and build recently, committee members atsupport for universal health care in New
tended a rally to
York state. Additionally, members of the
SocFem committee worked with local and protect abortion
statewide groups including the Campaign access with the
Syracuse Party
for NY Health, CNY Solidarity, ARISE, the
Workers' Center of Central New York, and for Socialism and
others to organize a CNY Town Hall to sup- Liberation (PSL)
and other local
port the passage of the NY Health Act.
groups as the SuAs part of a focus on accessible
preme Court
healthcare, the committee has also been started hearing
involved in local, statewide and national
arguments in Dobbs v. Jackson.
actions and events to protect abortion acPage Seven

Mutual Aid Committee
COVID-19 Safety Kits

Housing

Formed in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, we have continued the acquisition
and distribution of COVID-19 safety kits.
These kits include 2 cloth masks, 2 KN95
masks, 5 Steramine tablets (with
instructions), 2
ounces of hand
sanitizer, a COVID
-19 safety zine,
and a 911 alternatives flyer. In
total, we’ve distributed over 450
kits. Over 300 of
those (and counting) were distributed in 2021.

The Mutual Aid Committee’s housing work
has blossomed into a full blown coalition
as a founding member of Syracuse Tenants
Organizing for Power! (STOP!). Beginning in

Hygiene Kits
The commodification of hygiene
leaves the financially insecure unable to afford necessities. By compiling
and distributing hygiene items, we remind
our community we care about their needs,
and can meet them when we work together. The kits include soap, toilet paper,
wipes, toothpaste, a toothbrush, paper towels, trash bags, a spray bottle, and surgical
masks.
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2021, the STOP! Outreach Committee
has reached over 1,000 homes, informing
tenants of their rights, eviction protections
and relief programs; its Organizing Committee has joined tenant struggles to build
power and fight back against their abusive
slumlords; and its Community Land Trust
Committee has begun laying groundwork

to help Syracuse communities decommodify
their land and exercise authority over their neighborhoods. Since October, DSA has been writing a
White Paper on recent evictions in Syracuse, developing language for a Good Cause Eviction Ordinance for consideration by the City Council, and
working with tenants and allies to testify about
the impact of evictions.

not the solution- we do not need to appeal to authority to survive. In addition to being part of
COVID-19 safety kits, the 911 alternatives flyers
have been widely distributed online and at tabling events.

Skill Shares

By sharing skills, we teach and learn from each
other in solidarity. Traditional notions are often
911 Alternatives Flyer
very much top down, oppressive, and expensive,
The uprisings of 2020 raised public consciousbut we can educate ourselves and others in an
ness with regards to the inherent racism and
equitable way. Previously, we’ve had educational
classism of policing and prisons. These flyers
events on COVID-19 safety, food security, and
equip communities with knowledge needed to
housing justice. There are future plans for skill
deal with crises without putting themselves in
shares which may include consent, digital securiharm's way. Our flyers promote the abolition of
ty and computer basics, gun safety, automotive
policing and prisons by recognizing that they are skills, cooking, first aid, and more!
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Ecosocialist Committee
The Ecosocialist Committee is working on
two campaigns: (1) the statewide Public
Power NY (PPNY) coalition effort to organize
and lobby to pass the Build Public Renewables Act (BPRA); (2) implementing the Syracuse Lead Abatement and Control Ordinance that our chapter helped win in 2020.

ganizing work through the Families for Lead
Freedom Now coalition. We also built relationships with the Northside Learning Center over the summer. We conducted a workshop there with about 20 young people
from immigrant communities directly and
heavily impacted by lead poisoning. To follow up on this work, we have been exploring
the best modalities to help tenants conduct
their own tests for lead. This will supplement efforts to have the city’s Code Enforcement division implement our ordinance and
compel landlords to remediate lead problems. Nonetheless, we face significant capacity challenges as our main lead organizer recently moved out of state and we still
need to broaden member involvement in
this work. Again, synergies with our chapter’s tenant organizing and housing work
are very clear and merit practical follow-up
in 2022.

BPRA would enable the New York Power Authority to build new publicly-owned renewables and electric heat pumps, making the
energy transition as just and affordable as
possible. This bill would create tens of thousands of good, green, unionized jobs! In the
first half of 2021, we lobbied local State Assembly and Senate members. While we
were disappointed by the failure of the state
legislature to bring this bill to a vote, we established a positive dialogue with several
elected officials and local grassroots organizations to support the work going forward.
We have also identified good strategic overlaps between our housing-related work and Both the public power and lead work speak
our energy organizing – making for valuable directly and practically to the inherent problems of capitalism, how it fails the working
future collaborations.
Similarly, our
work to
ensure
that Syracuse’s
children
can grow
up in
Thanking State Senator Rachel May for her work on public power
leadfree,
healthy
class, and the necessity of democratic and
homes
accountable public sector solutions, ones
saw signifi- which are inherent to a socialist vision.
cant orPage Ten

YDSA: Young Socialists
In the fall semester, YDSA finally launched and built solid members that are consistently coming
to meetings and engaging in projects. We have over 25 members in our roster and maintain an attendance of around 10 members per weekly meeting.
Without formal elections, we had a small organizing committee that was responsible for many of
the logistics involved in becoming an official chapter registered through YDSA National as well as becoming an official RSO through SU. This took up a good chunk of our time spent each week, between
training meetings for SU as well as learning to function without direct DSA oversight. Unfortunately,
this was also during the early stages where attendance was fairly inconsistent, making the bulk of this
responsibility on a couple people.
Our first event planning was for a film screening, which did not pan out because of time constraints we ran into for SU’s insurance policy for events. This is
something that could have been clarified had we talked to our
RSO consultant or the Student Centers and Programming Services at large. We decided to move away from this event as others were coming up and we wanted to ensure at least one event
took place by the end of the semester. That being said, the film
screening is certainly not off the table for next semester.
Our first event was a consent workshop on December 9th.
This was overall a success. We had some hiccups with flyering as
our designer canceled at the last minute, but we did have a solid
poster to work with prior to the event, despite this. This unfortunately meant we didn’t have enough time to post paper flyers
around campus or the university area. Although we had a modest attendance of 12 folks, we had a
speaker representing Callisto (non-SU affiliated sexual assault survivor resource org) and Planned
Parenthood. Our speaker presented an informative slideshow about consent and showed a helpful video that simplified, but did not reduce the subject of consent.
YDSA is currently holding elections for co-chairs, a treasurer, and a secretary. We have also decided to only organize a single committee act in the same way as our current organizing committee does.
This will be helpful given our smaller attendance as it is important for everyone in the organization to
feel they are working together on our projects to feel motivated by our progress. We also now have a
functioning email outreach system through ‘Cuse Activities that works for us.
YDSA is looking forward to the Spring semester where we will be planning a struggle meal skillshare
with the mutual aid committee, following through on our film screening, and continuing our fruitful
book group. We are currently in the middle of Capitalist Realism by Mark Fisher! We have also appreciated the help from the mutual aid committee on organizing projects and we look forward to more
collaboration and engagement with each committee to help us grow.
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Electoral Committee
In three years since Syracuse DSA Chapter's founding in January 2019, the Electoral Committee has backed and been involved in four electoral campaigns. In
spring 2019, Misse Ross's ran in a primary
for a County legislative seat. In 2020,
Shadia Tadros ran for City Court Judge. In
spring 2021, DSA member Joe Bennett ran
in a primary for that same County legislative seat, and in fall 2021, Twiggy Billue
ran for Syracuse City School Board.
Due to great energy by DSA in our first
electoral effort, Misse came within less
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than 100 votes of defeating a (returning)
incumbent Democrat. Shadia was successful and now sits as a Syracuse-born, first
generation Arab American woman on the
City bench, and remains an ally and supporter of DSA.
Joe was the first formal DSA member to
run for office, and, facing an actual incumbent, in an “off-off” odd calendar year election, came up short despite great Chapter
energy. Twiggy won her School Board seat
and is a strong DSA supporter. She is a tireless community activist who will make her

constituents and DSA proud in her work on
behalf of City students.
•
What does 2022 hold? Fewer elections
than other years. City Council seats and
again, County Legislative races fall to odd •
years (2023.)
There may be
NYS State Legislative and Senate seats worth
our assessment.
One candidate is
already seeking
our endorsement for their
run for Congress.
The committee will field endorsement requests, direct
candidates to complete our candidate
questionnaire, and evaluate candidates.
We will have extensive time to size up
2023 races, cultivate and recruit candidates, decide which races our Chapter values and has capacity to get involved with.

candidate?
Declining a candidate or a race is difficult when issues excite us, but Chapter
capacity is limited.
What is our Chapter's view of electoral

politics? What is the Chapter's commitment to working in, and around, and
against the local Democratic party machinery?

If insufficient members subscribe to
electoral work, capacity is diminished. Involvement in a political race will always reSeveral questions must continually be
quire engagement beyond the Electoral
asked and answered by the Electoral Com- Committee alone.
mittee and our DSA
On-boarding and recruitment efforts
Chapter as a whole: must highlight the Chapter's desire to elect
Though a race
may intrigue or excite us, does the
Chapter have the
capacity to effectively mount a candidate or back a
•

socialists into office. The Chapter must decide whether it is prepared to inform and
inspire members around electoral work
and the long range strategic goal of placing
socialists into elected office.
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